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swıtzerland
The home of the towering 
snowy peaks of the Alps and 
c h o c o l a t e r e m a i n a n 
extremely popular vacation 
spot in Europe. Switzerland 
offers a diverse range of 
sights and activities for 
visitors to enjoy, which 
includes exploring the 
history, nature, and scenery 
in the summer or the beauty 
of the snowy landscapes in 
the winter. Made up of 26 
Cantons, each area of 
Switzerland has its own 
culture and attractions. 
 
Land-locked by Germany, 
France, Italy, Liechtenstein, 
and Austria, Switzerland’s 
p a s t a n d c u l t u r e a r e 
intertwined and influenced 
by all of these neighbors. 
T h r o u g h o u t E u r o p e ’s 
tumultuous history, the 
relatively small country has 
always taken a neutral 
stance, which continues to 
play an important role in the 
politics Switzerland of 
today. The country remains 
the banking capital of 
Europe, a testimate which 
can be seen in the wealthy 
city of Zurich. 
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How to get there? 
Switzerland has three international airports located in Basel, Geneva and Zurich. Of these, the largest is the Zurich Kloten International Airport, 
which is the main hub for Swiss Airlines, and home to more than 30 international carriers. 
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What to do ın 
swıtzerland? 
Switzerland has a wonderful mix of 
natural and historical attractions with 
cities that offer a combination of 
world-class museums, historical sites 
and modern appeal. The countryside's 
fresh air and breathtaking views are 
surpassed only by the snow-capped 
peaks of the Swiss Alps, wonderful to 
explore on foot and home to many 
extreme outdoor activities. 
 
Highlights 
•   Vi e w o r h i k e t h e i c o n i c 

Matterhorn peak 
•   Ski down some of the best slopes 

in the world at St Moritz, Zermatt, 
Verbier, and Gstaad 

•   Boat on the world’s biggest 
subterranean lake in St Leonard, 
an adventure that must be 
experienced first-hand 

•   Cruise Lake Geneva and enjoying 
the wonderful Alpine views 

•   Shout with the crowds in the crazy 
Fastnacht parade in Basel 

•   Enjoy the superb mountain setting 
driving through the famous Great 
St Bernard Pass 

•   Induge on amazing French cuisine 
•   Soak in history and fabulous 

views at the beautiful Chateau de 
Chillon 
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Zürıch 
Culturally vibrant, efficiently run and attractively set at the meeting of river and lake, Zürich is regularly recognised as one of the world's most 
liveable cities. Long known as a savvy, hard-working financial centre, Switzerland's largest and wealthiest metropolis has also emerged in the 21st 
century as one of central Europe's hippest destinations, with an artsy, post-industrial edge that is epitomised in its exuberant summer Street Parade. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 

Lucerne 
Recipe for a gorgeous Swiss city: take a cobalt lake ringed by mountains of myth, add a well-preserved medieval Altstadt (Old Town) and a 
reputation for making beautiful music, then sprinkle with covered bridges, sunny plazas, candy-coloured houses and waterfront promenades. 
Lucerne is stunning, and deservedly popular since the likes of Goethe, Queen Victoria and Wagner savoured her views in the 19th century. Legend 
has it that an angel with a light showed the first settlers where to build a chapel in Lucerne, and today it still has amazing grace. 
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Matterhorn 
The Matterhorn is one of the highest peaks in the Swiss Alps, reaching up to 14,690 feet. Located on the border with Italy, the craggily peak is a 
symbol of Switzerland. It is popular with mountain climbers, but non-athletes can also enjoy the scenery without breaking a sweat. The 
Gornergrat Railway takes visitors up to 10,170 feet, and there are also cable cars that provide access. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Therme Vals 
Vals, located in the Canton of Graubuenden, is a small Alpine town, known for its hot springs and sparkly granite. The thermal baths have a long 
history, with archeologists dating back their usage to the Bronze Age. The best season to enjoy the steamy bath waters is from June to April and 
tickets should be purchased in advance (children under five are not permitted). Make sure to try the Valser mineral water, which can be sipped 
from the source at the Valser Wasserwelt. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Jungfraujoch 
The Jungfraujoch is part of the Bernese Alps and although not a major peak, it is a popular destination for outdoor enthusiasts. The 
Jungfraujoch Railway takes visitors up to the Jungraufjoch station, the highest in Europe at an altitude of 11,332 feet, a scenic train ride not to 
be missed. The famous Aletsch Glacier found here is part of a larger UNESCO World Natural Heritage site which covers this whole region. 
Visitors can take a helicopter tour to the glacier or enjoy hiking, skiing or snowboarding in this premier winter sports destination. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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St. Leonard’s Subterranean Lake 
Another amazing natural wonder in Switzerland is the subterranean lake at St Leonard, which is considered to be the largest underground lake 
in Europe. Explored by tour boat, the water here is crystal clear which gives way to a trout habitat. Some believe that the caves have special 
healing powers, which becomes more believable when you consider that more than 80,000 visitors come here every year. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Chateau de Chıllon 
Nothing epitomizes the serenity of Swiss waterways like the beautiful Chateau de Chillon, nestled on the banks of Lake Geneva. The castle, 
which dates back to the 11th century, is considered to be one of the most beautiful in Switzerland and where Lord Byron wrote The Prisoner of 
Chillon. Home to the Counts of Savoy, it is actually made up of 100 different buildings that were eventually joined to create the edifice as it stand 
today. It is not just the exterior and location that are stunning - the interior and courtyards are beautiful, as well. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Rhıne Falls 
The largest waterfall in Europe, the Rhine is located in Schaffhausen on the border between Switzerland and Germany. These powerful waters 
can be experienced from the incredible observation deck or by a boat at the bottom, but either way, be ready to get wet! Visitors can also enjoy a 
cup of coffee and pastry at one of the little cafés that line the bank. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Hıstorıcal Museum of Berne 
One of the premier museums in Switzerland, the Historical Museum of Berne showcases the country's heritage from the Stone Age to modern 
day. With more than 500,000 pieces in the permanent collection, there is plenty to see besides the rotating special exhibits. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Lake Geneva 
Lake Geneva has attracted famous residents over the years, including Charlie Chaplin, Lord Byron, Mary Shelley, and David Bowie, to name but a 
few. One of the largest lakes in Europe, the watery wonderland is fed by glaciers, giving it the deep blue color it is known for. A good place to start 
is by visiting the Lake Geneva Museum in Nyon, which showcases the history of this beautiful area. A cruise or boat trip is also a must. 

Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 
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Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 

Swıss Natıonal Park  
Switzerland's only national park covers 172 sq km and is a stunning collection of peaks, glaciers, woodlands, pastures, waterfalls, high moors and 
lakes. This was the first national park to be established in the Alps in 1914 and over a century later it remains true to its original conservation ethos, 
with the aim to protect, research and inform. Admission to the park and its car parks is free. Take only photographs, leave only footprints. 
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Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 

Aletsch Glacıer 
At 23km, the Aletsch Glacier is the longest glacier in the European Alps and a Unesco World Heritage site. While most view the glacier from its 
head at Jungfraujoch in the Bernese Oberland, the best views are from Eggishorn (2927m), Bettmerhorn (2647m) and Moosfluh (2333m) in Valais. 
These viewpoints sit at the top of cable cars and lifts climbing from Fiesch, Bettmeralp and Riederalp. There are superb hikes above the glacier. 
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Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 

Stıftsbıblıothek 
St Gallen’s abbey library is one of the world’s oldest and it's Switzerland's finest example of rococo architecture. Along with the rest of the 
Benedictine monastery, founded by St Gall in 612, the library forms a Unesco World Heritage Site. Filled with priceless leather-bound books and 
manuscripts painstakingly handwritten and illustrated by monks during the Middle Ages, it’s a lavish confection of frescos, stucco, cherubs and 
parquetry. Multilingual audioguides are available, as are felt slippers, obligatory to protect the floor. 
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Major Attractıons ın swıtzerland 

Vıtra Campus 
Showcasing the works of the adjoining, eponymous high-end furniture manufacturer, Vitra Campus comprises the dazzling Vitra Design Museum 
(of Guggenheim Bilbao architect Frank Gehry fame), the Vitra Haus and new-in-2016 Vitra Schaudepot (both by Herzog & De Meuron) and an 
ever-expanding bevy of installations by cutting-edge architects and designers, including Carsten Höller's whimsical, corkscrewing 30m-high Vitra 
Slide. Visiting is a must for serious lovers of architecture and industrial and interior design. Save your pennies and suitcase space for ubercool 
souvenirs. 
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Swıss Cuısıne	  
Swiss cuisine bears witness to many regional influences, including from French, German and Italian cuisines and also features many dishes specific to 
Switzerland. Switzerland was historically a country of farmers, so traditional Swiss dishes tend to be plain and made from simple ingredients, such as 
potatoes and cheese. 

Cheese fondue 
Rösti 
Bircherműesli 
Raclette 
Bűndnernusstorte 
Saffron risotto 
Zurchergeschnetzeltes 
Zopf 
Berner platte 


